
Machine learning for offshore wind 

turbine diagnostics 

1.  General information 

Internship: Machine learning investigation for wind turbine diagnostics 

Location: INSA Rouen Normandy 

Salary: approximately 1200€ 

Duration: 6 months 

Starting date:  early february 2019 (at best) 

Collaboration: Gilles Gasso, LITIS – INSA Rouen Normandy, Avenue de l’Université 

76 801 Saint Etienne du Rouvray  Cedex  

Keywords : Machine learning, signal processing, failure detection, diagnostics, 

wind turbine 

 

2.  Description 

Introduction 

This internship takes place in the general context of the wind energy development. The 

development of diagnostic tools and models are some of the cost reduction drivers of the 

wind applications. The internship aims at applying machine learning algorithms for failure 

detection and prediction on wind turbine. Intern will be hosted and will be supervised by 

LITIS, a computer science and information technology laboratory in Rouen. The subject was 

proposed by a major wind turbine actor through a subcontracting agreement with LITIS.  

 

Description of the subject 

The current subject is proposed in the context of R&D effort to design monitoring and 

diagnostic models for wind turbine surveillance. For this sake, we are interested in 

investigating the area of machine learning for detecting and identifying abnormal events in 

times series representative of operating wind turbines. The abnormal events may 

correspond to damages or failures that will alter or impede the normal behavior of the 

turbines. Early detection or prediction of these situations may prevent severe impacts on the 

materials and may help planning maintenance periods.  Hence, the pursued goal of the 

internship is to develop machine learning tools for abnormal behaviour detection.  

 



The signals of interest are collected on operating wind farms over several years and 

represent frequency structural oscillations. The project intends to survey, to implement and 

to test relevant online event detection algorithms on these time series. The detection 

algorithms may range from approaches based on kernel methods [1], [2], rank statistics [3] 

to those relying on deep learning [4], [5]. Training with regards to the wind turbine operation 

and functionalities [6], [7], [8] will be provided as well as assistance for further understanding 

of the data and the information collected from the wind farms. Tutorials on machine learning 

based event detection may also be offered. 

Goals of the internship 

1)  Apply various machine learning algorithms and methodologies on the provided wind 

turbine data, 

2)  Drive conclusions and directions for the development of diagnostic models, 

3)  Develop diagnostic models when possible. 

 

Required Skills 

- Master or Engineer in Computer Science, Electrical Engineering or related fields 

- Knowledge in Machine Learning, signal processing 

- Programming in Python or Matlab 

 

Contact  

Gilles Gasso: gilles.gasso@insa-rouen.fr, tél : 02 32 95 98 96 
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